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INTRODUCTION
The thesis composes of three chapters. The first chapter is 
about the photoreflectance experiment and the related computer 
problems and programming. The second chapter is about the 
programming of Fast Grated Integrators and Boxcar Averagers.
The last chapter is devoted to the related computer problems 
discovered on PC Too during the period while I was working on my 
thesis.
The major part of my thesis was about photoreflectance 
experiment. I had spent majority of the time on learning the 
photoreflectance experiment and the theory behind it. This 
knowledge enhanced my programming logic as w  il as adding the 
flavors to the computer programming. The second harmonic 
generation programming was studied until the completion of 
photoreflectanoe programming. Another aspect of knowledge learned 
was about the computer and its software. This is why there is a 
chapter devoted to the computer.
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CHAPTER ONE
In this chapter, the emphasis is on the photorefleotance (PR) 
experiment and its related computer problems. The PC-Too 8-08286- 
8 was used to interface with the Lockin Amplifier (Stanford 
Research Systems, SR 530) and with customer-made divider device 
which was used to normalize the dR voltage signals. The IBM 
Personal Computer Data Acquisition and Control Adaptor was used to 
communicate with the divider device. The Lockin Amplifier 
communicated with the computer through RS-232 channel. Two 
programs were written for this experiment. The first program was 
to acquire data from the divider device and the second program was 
to acquire data from the Lockin Amplifier.
Section 1 Photoreflectance Experiment
The photorefleotance experiment is one of the method of 
optical studies of semiconductor growth. The experiment is carried 
out under the ultrahigh vacuum. According to Franz-Keldysh theory, 
the relative reflectivity change is proportional to the dielectric 
constant which is proportional to the electric field change on the 
surface of semiconductor. The latter will generate a electron hole 
pairs on the semiconductor surface, permitting electron migration 
from the bulk to the surface. The change in electron carriers 
migration to the surface resulting a neutralization of charges 
trapped in surface state, reducing the surface potential, Vs. This
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Vs changes the electric field in the space charge region. Any 
change in electric field will change the dielectric constant of the 
semiconductor, producing a reflectivity change. The results of 
relative reflectivity change are then represented in a graphical 
form as photoreflectance spectrum, a plot of dR/R versus 
wavelength. The wavelength, which is scanned by monochromator, is 
the energy used in promoting the electron movement through the 
bandgap, which is a space between valence and conduction band.
The photoreflectance is a useful technique in optical study 
of semiconductor. Many gases have a weak or required an activated 
adsorption which result a high ambient pressures (10“3 or 103 Torr) 
to yield vital surface coverages. Therefore, the traditional 
surface probe techniques are not applicable, for example, low- 
energy diffraction and Auger spectroscopy. Further, the other 
spectroscopies like Raman and Infrared spectroscopy are only 
focusing on a restricted domain of the surface characteristics. 
As a result, more technique are needed to provide a better picture 
of the surface of the semiconductor materials.
In the PR experiment, a high voltage xenon lamp first 
generated a white light, which was then monitored by monochromator 
(Made by Photon International Inc., SN 87-573) to project a scanned 
wavelength on sample surface. The monochromator was controlled by 
computer through basic language. The scanned light was passed 
through two lenses before focus on the sample. The lenses were 
used to focus the light on the sample surface. From another angle, 
a chopped laser light at a 570 Hz, impacted on the same location
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where the scanned light hit. The chopper frequency of 570 Hz was 
a reference signal for Lockin Amplifier to eliminate the background 
noise. The scanned light was collected through photomultiplier 
which converted the light into voltage and than fed into the Lockin 
Amplifier for reduction of the background noise. The final signal 
was output through X and Y channels of the Lockin Amplifier. These 
signals could either be collected into a file on the computer or 
further go through a divider device which was to normalize the 
signals producing a relative reflectivity change of the surface 
based on the Franz-Keldysh effect. Eventually, the signals from 
the divider device were collected into a file on computer. The 
file was then retrieved into Lotus to plot out the phoiroreflectance 
spectrum. See Figure 1 for the apparatus of the experiment and 
Figure 2 for the sample photoreflectance spectrum.
Section 2 Monochromator Digital Drive Card
The monochromator is controlled by the monochromator digital 
drive card (UD 5011) which should be inserted on the computer bus. 
UD 5011 is a stepper motor driver for I5*M personal computer. It 
can drive two stepper motors directly without external power 
supplier and operate at a clock speeds up to 12 MHz with zero wait 
state. The controlling commands for the motors are 40 registers 
which are accessed though poke and peek statements of basic 
language. These registers vary in width from 1 to 4 bytes. The 
location with respect to the UD 5011*8 base address, and size in 
bytes for each register is shown in Appendix B of the User
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Reference Manual. The programming of the monochromator card ie to 
write the commands into a series of these registers. The board 
was set in the base address of the computer as DOOOOhex 01 130000 
with a related jumper position on the card of 64K, position 6; Ok, 
position 1; lk, position 1.
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The Appendix A of the User Reference Manual provides sample 
program for the control of monochromator. The photoreflectance 
program was based on the sample program. However, many changes 
were made. The photoreflectance program used only one motor driver 
A. The position of the motor was based on the absolute distance 
mode instead of relative distance mode. The displaying routine 
of the motor position in the sample program was calculated wrong, 
at line 1160, 791 should be used instead of 789 and at line 1180, 
789 should be used instead of 791.
Section 3 IBM Data Acquisition and Control Adapter
IBM data acquisition and control adapter is used to either 
sample data from or control various types of experimental 
equipments. The adapter can input analog signals and converts into 
digital signals or vice veroa. The adapter has four A/D channels 
and two D/A channels. The output and input range, adapter number 
and interrupt-request level (IRQ) can be set internally. All A/D 
channels were set. at 20 range, from -10 to 10 volts. D/A channel 
0 and 1 were set at 0 to 10 volts and -10 to 10 volts respectively. 
The IRQ level was at 7 and adapter number was at 0.
Guide to the Data Acquisition and Control Adapter Programming
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Support by IBM was used in this experiment's data acquisition. The 
guide offers three types of programming languages Basic, Fortran 
and C. Before running the data acquisition program, DAC.COM or 
device driver has to be loaded into the memory of the computer from 
the hard disk, IBMAD directory. This oan be done by typing 
Device-c:\IBMAD\DAC.COM into the CONFIG.SYS file. Further, for 
interpreted Basic, a header or DACHDR.BAS has to be executed first 
before any calls for the functions listed in the guide. For 
compiled basic, this is not true. To run the data acquisition and 
control program on any IBM PC computers, a minimum of 64k bytes of 
memory and a 320k bytes of disk drive are required.
The header is used to calculate values for absolute function 
calls. It provides all codes needed to access the adapter and 
interface with Interpreted Basic. The device driver provides the 
interface between the hardware adapter and the subroutine 
functions. It is written specifically to run with DOS.
Several commands would influence the sampling rate. Since the 
iterative sampling uses the computer'r CPU, other demands on the 
CPU can affect the timing of iterative sampling. The following 
operations will interrupt the sampling rate,
1) DOS p r i n t command
2) Memory refresh
3) the time of day clock (IRQ « 0)
4) Any device system with a higher priority interrupt than the 
adapter (IRQ * 7).
Finally, on the A/D converter, 12-bit resolution is supported
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and the adapter gives 4096 discrete voltages. The general equation 
for converting real voltage from the digital code is as follows: 
VOLTAGE - [(CODE * RANGE/ 2N) - OFFSET’
CODE is the raw A/D value. RANGE is the A/D range, such as -10 to 
10 volt has a range of 20. N is the number of bits of resolution 
of the A/D converter. OFFSET is the negative offset of the A/D 
range, for example, -10 to 10 volt has a offset of -10.
Section 4 Lcckin Amplifier
Lockin Amplifier is used to detect and measure very small 
signals when the signals are obscured by noise sources which may 
be a thousand times larger. As a result, Lockin Amplifier is a 
filter with an arbitrary adjustable narrow width which is allowed 
to tune to any frequency of the signal. Therefore, Lockin acts 
as a filter rejects all the unwanted noises to allow the signal to 
be measured. In addition to be a filter, Lockin Amplifier can also 
provides * .in from 10 nanovolt to 10 volt output.
Lockin Amplifier supports various types of software control. 
In this experiment, basic language was used to interface with 
Lockin Amplifier through RS 232 ports. M RS 232 H is a standard 
bit serial asynchronous data communication. Although the RS 232 
ports on the computer and Lockin Amplifier have twenty-five pins, 
only 5 pins are important (Pin 2, 3, 5, 7, 20). There are two 
types of equipments in RS 232 ports: Data Terminal Equipment (DTE) 
and Data Communications Equipment (DCE). The Lockin Amplifier is 
a DCE while the computer can be either a DTE or DCE. In making the
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cable for the communication, Pin 2 of DTE should send information 
out while Pin 2 of DCE should receive it. Similarly, Pin 3 of DTE 
should receive the data while that of DCE should send the data. 
Pin 7 is for ground connection and Pin 5 is for " Clear to send ". 
Pin 20 is " Data Terminal Ready ". If the pin 20 is absent, the 
computer may give error message of " I/O Device Error " because of 
fast data transmission.
The configuration of the RS 232 port of Lockin Amplifier is 
set by the configuration switch at the back panel. For this 
experiment, the switch is set at 9600 baud rate, no polarity, no 
echo and two stop bits.
Section 5 Program 1 and 2 for Photoreflance Experiment
In this section, two programs are included: the first program 
is interfacing the computer with divider device and the second 
program is interfacing the computer with Lockin Amplifier.
For the divider device interfacing, the program would first 
open a file on drive S: and then input all the pertinent 
information about a run. The motor position and the distance of 
the motor travels could be determined by the experimenter. The 
program would convert the input distance into hex code if the 
number was larger then 256. Then the numbers send to the specific 
registers. Finally, the register was set to run by MA command 
(Hove Absolute). After executing the register code, the data 
acquisition program was performed. The time delay between the 
monochromator and date acquisition program was about .6 seconds.
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In the data acquisition program, the header had to be executed 
first before any calls for the data acquisition functions. Then, 
after initializing the variables for AIUM functions, a loop was 
used to sample the data. The number of data per second could be 
set by the rate of the loop ran. The FI function key, which was 
for terminating the program, was put inside the loop. Finally, all 
the digital volts were converted into real volts and the times were 
converted into energy. Ultimately, the data were stored in the 
opened file. A flow diagram for the program was attached in 
appendix as Figure 3.
The data from the experiment were then transferred into Lotus 
to yield a graphical presentation of the results as 
Photoreflectance Spectrum. The micro for the plotting of the 
spectrum was attached in appendix.
For interfacing with Lockin Amplifier, the program was quite 
simple. The first part of the program was drawing variables which 
were set through the front panel. The second part of the program 
was the monochromator digital card program. However, the last part 
of the program required the computer to display the motor 
locations. Getting the information from the Lockin, the DOS PRINT 
command has tc be used to input the required variables into the 
Lockin and then the DOS INPUT' command has to be used to get the 
required variables into the computer. Since the data were 
extracted through divider device, the Lockin program was put into
reserves.
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CHAPTER TWO
The purpose of this project is to Interface Fast Integrators 
and Boxcar Averagers with the AT conputer for the second harmonic 
generation experiment. The second harmonic generation experiment 
is to study the surface diffusion of the reactants such as Ga and 
As on the GaAs or Si surfaces. The possible parameters that the 
experiment will investigate are activation energy, pre-exponential 
factor for desorption and heat of adsorption. The technique and 
results of this experiment will permit a better understanding of 
the reaction mechanisms for the deposition in ohemical vapor 
deposition and molecular epitaxy experiments. Thus, better 
microelectronic devices can be manufactured in future.
Section 1 Fast Grated Integrators and Boxcar Averagers
Fast integrators and Boxcar Averagers is made by Stanford 
Research System Inc. The model SR 250 is used in the experiment. 
The purpose of the boxcar is to retrieve fast analog signals from 
noisy backgrounds. The model SR 250 includes a gate generator, a 
fast gated integrator, and a exponential averaging circuitry. The 
gate generator produces an adjustable delay, several nanoseconds 
to 100 milliseconds, for provoking a continuously adjustable gate 
of 2 nanoseconds to 15 milliseconds. The fast gated integrator 
integrates the input signals during the gate. The output from the 
integrator is normalijsed by the gate width and produces a voltage
*
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which is proportional to the average of the input signal during the 
sampling gate. The signal is further amplified according to the 
front panel sensitivity setting. Then the signal is sampled by a 
low droop sample and hold amplifier, and output via a front panel 
BNC connector. This Last Sample output allows the experimenter to 
do a shot-by-shot analysis of the signal being studied. The 
exponential averaging circuitry averages over 1 to 10,000 samples 
and outputs through Avexaged output. The averaging technique is 
helpful for extracting small signals from noisy backgrounds. Xn 
this project, the data from Last Sample output will be sampled.
The Busy out on the boxcar is a TTL output, gives 2 DC volts. 
The signal goes high for a minimum of 45 micro seconds, indicating 
the data ready from Last Sample output.
The Last Sample output has a range of 20, from -10 to 10 volts 
DC. The output can drive any load greater than 2k ohms and has a 
impedance which is less than one ohms. The short circuit current 
limit is 20 mA. The polarity of the Last Sample output may be 
inverted by a rear panel switch, which provides a positive output 
from a negative photomultiplier.
Section 2 Program 3 —  Boxcar Interfacing Program
The program was written in basic language and used to sample 
data from either the Last Sample or Averaged outputs from the 
boxcar. The signals from the outputs were fed into the computer 
through an A/D converter, which converted the analog volt into 
digital volt. Since only ten data per second was sampled, the
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delay In sampling the data by the computer after receiving the 
signal from Busy output was negligible.
During the experiment, the lens was first set by the 
experimenter between a diode laser and studied sample. After 
turning on the laser, the data acquisition program was activated. 
The program would sample the data for the first run and then 
stopped. The lens was rotated for a few degrees and another 10 
samples was taken. Eventually, the data were stored in Data 
Directory of the computer.
The program has four sections. Section 1 of the program is 
called Header which is for IBM data acquisition and control 
adapter. Header, which is only used in interpreted basic, is to 
calculate the data acquisition functions' positions inside the 
memory of the computer. Section 2 of the program inputs all the 
pertinent information for a run and stores them in a created file 
in Data Directory. The function FI is defined in the section as 
a restart key if the experimenter doesn't have enough time to 
change the position of the lens. Section 3 and 4 is a loop. The 
program first detects a signal from the busy output in section 3, 
and then inputs a datum from the Last Sample output in section 4 
and again goes back to section 3 for the next datum. The number 
of data taken per run can be set by experimenter.
The program has several features. First, it has two parts: 
auto mode and manual mode. Manual mode requires experimenter to 
press enter key for every run after the position of the lens is 
moved while auto mode, set a time for the experimenter to change
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the position of the lens. During the sampling time, a sound signal 
is generated by computer spaaker to notice the experimenter that 
data acquisition is started. After the sound, the program will 
wait for three seconds before executing the run. If the 
experimenter is not ready yet, he can press FI key and rerun the 
data acquisition again. Also, the time between each run can be set 
by the experimenter in section 2. The flow diagram and the program 
were attached in appendix.
Since the second harmonic generation is still in construction 
stage, the program was tested based on the input from the 
batteries.
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CHAPTER THREE
The computer, PC Too 80286-8, has many unique problems during 
the operation. Part of the reasons are due to its compatibility to 
real IBM personal computer. Therefore, the following sections are 
used to state its personality and give solutions to the problems. 
In general, if there is a problem in communication with the 
computer, the set up of the communication device should be checked, 
such as I OAT program, setup in the DOS, BIOS messages in User's 
manual and DOS command like path. Also, the config.sys file and 
autoexec.bat file should be checked, too. Finally, the lithium 
battery on the computer should be changed annually.
Section 1 PC Too 80286-8
The computer is only 97% compatible to IBM PC computer, 
operating on 3.2 revised bios (this is confirmed by the retailer). 
The memory of the computer is 512k bytes with no expansion. The 
computer has one high capacity diskette drive A: and one hard drive 
(ST 251) which is logically partitioned into two separated drives 
of C: and D:. The computer has a math coprocessor chip and is set 
at 8 MHz speed. For the setup purpose, besides above information, 
the hard drive type is 3 and has no column adapter. Warning: IBM 
diagnostic disk must not run on this computer. The program will 
scramble the hard disk. The possible solutions for the scrambled 
hard disk are to reformat the hard disk or running the setup.exe
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in DOS.
Currently, IBM PC DOS 3.2 is used on the computer. If MS-DOS 
is used, a patch320 program has to be used to remedy the problem 
of formatting the diskette through A: drive.
Section 2 Hard Drive
The formatting of the hard drive is done by Disk Manager 
(version 3.2) made by Ontrack Computer Systems Inc.. The manager 
has two options: one is automatic formatting, other is manual 
formatting. For automatic formatting, ST 251 should be entered 
for the type of the hard drive. The manual mode of formatting a 
hard disk is very tedious. For the automatic mode, the software 
will guide you to the completion of the hard disk formatting. 
After the formatting, if the D: is missing, DMCFIG.EXE on the Disk 
Manager floppy should be executed to correct the problem. It takes 
about 20 minutes to complete formatting a hard disk.
The Dos partition of the hard drive does not work on this 
computer.
Section 3 10 Expansion Bus Slot
There are three communication cards inside the computer. The 
printer (Okidata Mocroline 390) and monochrome Display monitor by 
Packard Bell share the same adapter card. The printer uses parallel 
ports.
Another two expansion cards are I0/AT card by BOCA Research 
Inc and RS-2 3 2c adapter. The I0/AT card has two ports: one
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parallel, 25 pine and one serial, 9 pine. The card uses a 3 volt 
lithium battery (BR 2325). The battery is used co support the 
IO/AT configuration set up and should be changed annually. The 
10/AT card comes with a BOCA IO/AT program which allows for the 
configuration of 4 serial ports. The present configuration is at 
COM 2.
The RS-232C adapter is default to be COM 1 port. This is why 
IO/AT port is set at COM 2. C0M1 is used for the communication 
with Hewlett Packard ColorPro plotter and the Lockin Amplifier. 
Usually, if plotter has a communication problem, IO/AT set up 
should be checked to see if it is at COM 2. When the plotter 
communication is down, the solution is to go into IOAT program and 
reset the configuration. Tie configuration may be changed 
automatically. Set the first serial port A to COM 2 and the second 
serial port B and parallel port to Disable. Usually, these 
settings will solve the problems of plotting with Lotus and 
Freelance software.
Section 4 Software
The fourier transform function in Asyst is used to smooth the 
data from photorefleotance experiment. The problem of not enough 
memory in creating a array is due to the config.sys set up. Since 
only 512K bytes in RAM, the big configuration programs such as 
DAC.COM, COMMAMD.COM, DMDRVR.BIN and so on will take a lot of 
memory spaces in the computer because these programs are installed 
into the computer RAM during the boot up. The possible corrective
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action is to expanded the memory to 640k bytes or more.
The big software, like word perfect 5.0, will not run on the 
default set up for files and buffers. The new set up of files - 
25 and buffers ** 20 should be specified in the config.sys.
As a general rule, when a new software is loaded into a 
computer, the set up program of the software should always be 
executed first. The set up will indicate to the software that what 
type of devic n are on the computer. Take Lotus 123 as an example. 
The installation set up for PC Too is as following:
Text Display 
Graph Display 
Port interface 
Math Unit
Collating 
Text Printer 
Graph Printer
Universal Text Display 
Hercules Card (80x25)
IBM Port Interface 
Coprocessor Floating Point Driver 
Software Floating Point Driver 
Numbers first
Okidata Microline 82A, 83A 
Hp - 7440A Plotter
The computer has several unique problems. First, the Lotus 
program does not ran if the Coprocessor Floating Point Diver 
is specified. The solution is to erase the specification. 
Second, sometimes, the computer will misplace the DAC.COM which is 
essential in running the data acquisition and control program. The 
solution is to unplug the lithium battery that supporting the 
computer memory and drain the memory for over eight hours. Then 
the setup.exe in DOS was performed again. In addition, the path 
commend in the autoexec.bat file will only take one line. If there 
are two lines to be specified in path commend, only last line is 
seen by the computer.
is
Finally, Jeveral logioal drives such as T:, Oi, Pi, St, K: ara 
created for tha purpose of oonvanianca through tha DOS ooamand, " 
subat N. Thasa logioal drivaa ara parallel to tha diraotoriaa that 
satup in tha conputer through "subst" command. For axaapla, Ti is 
parallal to Data directory. Anything that is dalatad or written 
on drive will also appear on tha Data Directory.
'1 Jj?
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conclusions and Recommendations
1. The alternative programming languages can be Fortran, c 
and Asyst. However, these are more difficult languages that not
f
many people know how to use them. The advantage of using these 
languages are that they can run faster.
2. The Photoreflectance Spectrum can be further smoothed by 
fourier transform in Asyst software.
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Figures
Experimental Data 
Lotus Macro 
Program l 
Program 2 
Program 3
Figure 1 Apparatus diagram for phoptoreflectance experiment
Lamp
K>to
Photoreflectance Spectrum
A plot o f relative reflectivity versus energy
Figure 2
E («V) K>U>
fi
t
Figure 3 Flow d iagram  fo r  program  1 —
Interface with d ivider device
[Input file name and inform ation about a runj
Monochromator control j
— set m otor location j
— set m otor speed j
— set m otor travel distance!1— ---------1--—--------------- 1
I Execute header of A /D  converter
[S et a loop to  take data from  channel 3 of A /D  converter!
[Press F1 to  term inate the program) 
Convert raw data into voltages and energy
, i *
| Save the converted data into the file]
end
to
Figure Flow diagram  fo r  program  2 —
Interface with Lockin Am plifie r
Open file
T
Obtain instrum ental settinc 
from  Lockin j
i -----------
Monochromator control
— position the m otor
— set m otor speed
— set m otor travel distance
_ " 1 ------------
Press F1 to term inate the program
,___________ I
| Calculate m otor locations
input X, Y outDut values from  Lockini
ve X, Y values and tim e into the flie)
End
Figure 5 Flow diagram  fo r  program  3 -------
Interace with boxcar
Load header o f A /D  converter
j Input fi e name
.___________ i__________3
Open file on drive T: ----------------- ^ —
Input ail pertinent inform ation and save on T:
Auto or Manual mode
Manual
I
1Auto
Press return to s tart sampling! Input busy signal and sam pling-
input busy signal and sampling Pressing Ft to retart the Auto
iSave data Save date A
Stop prgram for x seconds l_ 
fo r changing the lens position!
Remark : CTR — BREAK to exit the program
too
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The data for the photorcflectance spectrum
1.359901 0.000002 
1.360274 0.000002 
1.360648 0.000002 
1.361023 0.000002 
1.361397 0.000001 
1.361772 0.000002 
1.362147 0.000001 
1.362522 0.000001 
1.362098 0.000001 
1.363274 0.000001 
1.363649 0.000001 
1 . 36402.5 0.000000 
1.364402 0.000001 
1.364778 0.000001 
1.365155 0.000001 
1.365532 0.000001 
1.365909 0.000000 
1.366286 0.000000 
1.366664 0.000001 
1.367041 0.000002 
1.367419 0.000001 
1.367797 0.000001 
1 . 361)176 0.000001 
1.368554 0.000001 
1.368933 0.000001 
1.369312 0.000002 
1.369691 0.000000 
1.370071 0.000001 
1.37045 0.000000 
1.37083 0.000000 
1.37121 0.000000 
1.37159 0
1.371971 0
1.372351 9.000000 
1.372732 0.000000 
1.373113 0.000001 
1.373495 - 0.00000 
1.373876 0.000001 
1.374258 0
1.37464 - 0.00000 
1.375022 - 0.00000 
1.371404 - 0.00000 
1.378787 - 0,00000 
1.37617 - 0.00000 
1.376553 - 0.00000 
1.376936 - 0,00000 
1.377319 0.000000 
1.377703 - 0.00000 
1.378087 0
1.378471 - 0,00000 
1.376855 - 0.00000 
1.37924 -0,00000
1.379624 0.000008 
1.380009 0.000000 
1.380394 -0.00000 
1.380779 0.000000 
-.381167 -0.03000 
1.381551 0.000002 
1.381937 0.000000 
1.302323 -0.00000 
1.382709 0.000001 
1.383096 0.000000 
1.383483 0.000001 
1.38387 0.000000 
1.3842S7 0
i.384«45 e.eoooee 
1.389032 0.000000 
1.385421 0.000001 
1.385809 0.000001 
1.386197 0.000001 
1.386586 0.000802 
1.386974 0.000801 
1.387363 0,400002 
1.387753 0.000000 
1.388142 0.000002 
1.388532 0.000002 
1.388922 0
1.389312 8.000002 
1.389702 0.000002 
1.390093 0.000001 
1.390484 0.000002 
1.390875 0.000082 
1.391266 0.000803 
1.391457 0.080004 
1.392049 0.000802 
1.392441 0.080000 
1.392833 0.008001 
1.393225 0.000000 
1.393618 -4.00000 
1.39401 -8.00000 
1.394403 -0.00004 
1.394797 0.040001 
1.39519 0
1.395584 0.800000 
1.395978 0.080001 
1.394372 0.000000 
1.396746 0.000001 
1.297161 -0.00000 
1.397555 0.000001 
1.39795 -0.00800 
1.398346 0.080001 
1.398741 0.800002 
1.399137 0.080001 
1.399532 0.000002 
1.299929 0.004000 
1.400325 0,000001 
1.400721 0.0000021.401H8 o.ooeeei
1.401515 0.000001 
1.401912 0.O00002 
1.40231 0.000001 
1.402706 0.000001 
1.403106 0.000000 
1.403504 0.000001 
1.403902 0.000001 
1.404361 0.000002 
1.404699 0.000002 
1.405098 0.000002 
1.405498 0.000002 
1.405697 0.000002 
1.406C97 .0.000003 
1.406697 0.000003 
1.407097 0.000005 
1.407497 0.000006 
1.407898 0.000005 
1.408299 0.000007 
1.4087 0.000008 
1.409101 0.000011 
1.409503 0.000010 
1.409905 0.000010 
1.410307 0.000013 
1.410709 0.000013 
1.411111 0.000017 
1.411514 0.000019 
1.411917 0.000019 
1.41232 0.000022 
1.412723 0.000025 
1.413127 0.000028 
1.413531 0.000031 
1.413935 0.000033 
1.414339 0.000036 
1.414744 0.000037 
1.415149 0.000040 
1.415554 0.000043 
1.415959 0.000044 
1.411364 0.000045 
1.41677 0.000046 
1.417176 6.000047 
1.417502 0.000046 
1.417900 6.000045 
1.410395 6.000042 
1.410062 0.000037 
1.419209 0.000033 
1.419616 0.000026 
1.420024 0.000022 
1.420432 6.600013 
1.42004 0.000005 
1.421240 *0.00000 
1.421656 -0 .00000 
1.422065 *0*00001 
1.422474 *0.00002 
1.422063 *0.00002 
1.423293 *0.00003 
1.423702 *0.00003
1.424112 -0.00003 
1.424522 >0.00004 
1.424933 >0.00003 
1.425343 >0.00003 
1.425754 >0.00003 
1.426165 >0.00003 
1.426577 >0.00003 
1.426986 >0.00003 
1.4274 -0.00002 
1.427812 >0.00002 
1.428224 >0.00002 
1.428637 >0.00002 
1.42905 >0.00001 
1.429463 >0.00001 
1.429876 >0.00001 
1.430289 -0.00001 
1.430703 >0.00000 
1.431117 -0.00000 
1.431531 >0.00000 
1.431946 >0.00000 
1.43236 >0.00000 
1.432775 -0.00000 
1.43319 >0.00000 
1.433606 0
1.434021 >0.00000 
1.434437 0.000000 
1.434853 0.000001 
1.43527 0.000003 
1.435686 0.000003 
1.436103 0.000003 
1.43652 0.000002 
1.436938 0.000002 
1.437355 0.000001 
1.437773 0.000003 
1.438191 0.000004 
1.438609 0.000003 
1.439028 0.000003 
1.439447 0.000003 
1.439066 0.000004 
1.440205 0.000005 
1.440704 0.000003 
1.441124 0.000005 
1.441544 0.000003 
1.441944 0.000003 
1.442385 0.000003 
1.442806 0.000005 
1.443227 0.000004 
1.443648 0.000003 
1.444069 0.000005 
1.444491 0.000003 
1.444913 0.000003 
1.445331 0.000004 
1.445750 8.000004 
1.44410 0.000003 
1.446603 0.000004 
1. 447026 0.000003
1.44745 0.000004 
1.447874 0.000003 
1.448298 0.000004 
1.448722 0.000003 
1.449146 0.000003 
1.449571 0.000004 
1.449996 0.000001 
1.450421 0.000003 
1.450846 0.000005 
1.451272 0.000004 
1.451698 0.000003 
1.453124 0.000002 
1.4S2SS1 0.000002 
1.453977 0.000002 
1.453404 0.000002 
1.453832 0.000003 
1.454259 0.000003 
1•454687 0.000003 
1.45511$ 0.000004 
1.455543 O.000003 
1.455971 0.000001 
1.4564 0.000003 
1.456029 0.000005' 
1.457350 0.000003 
1.457600 0.000001 
1.450117 0.000000 
1.450547 0.000003 
1.450970 0.000001 
1.459400 0.000001 
1.459039 0,000004 
1.46027 0.000003 
1.460701 0.000002 
1.461173 0.000002 
1.461564 0.000003 
1.461996 0.000003 
1.462429 0.000O03 
1.442061 0.000002 
1.443294 0.000002 
1.463727 0.000003 
1.44414 0.000002 
1.444593 0.000002 
1.445027 0.000002 
1.445441 0.000002 
1.465494 0.000002 
1.44433 0.000402 
1.464745 0.000003 
1.4672 0.400003 
1.447439 0.000002 
1.446071 0.000002 
1.440907 0.000001 
1.440943 0.000002 
1.449379 0.000003 
1.469614 6.060663 
1.474253 0.400004 
1.47069 0.000003 
1.471128 0.00000$
1.471565 0.<J00002 
1.472003 0.000003 
1.472441 0.000002 
1.47288 0.000002
33
THE FOLLOWING MACRO 18 FOR GRAPHING THE DATA OF THE 
PHOTOREFLECTANCE EXPERIMENT
/fdCi\BASIC~/fin{?) ~ 
/gtxxal..al000~abl. .bl000~ 
ofglqsyu{?}~l{?}~raqsxaq 
tf(?}~tx{?}~ty{?}~ 
qvq/fdci\app\123~
/gs(?)"q
imports the filesets the range for the grap
specifies upper and lower 1
titles fo> the graph
views the graph
saves the graph
34
10 ' PROGRAM 1 — - INTERFACE WITH DIVIDER DEVICE FOR PHOTOREfLECTANC5 
20 ' EXPERIMENT
30 ' THE PROGRAM IS  REVISED BY PROFESSOR SEEBAUER'S GROUP
40 ................ * .............................. ............. ............................... * .................................................
50 IWPUT ............  Output r i l e  Name ( a t f i le . p r n ) * / F IL E S
60 CLS
70 INPUT " in p u t the s e n s i t iv i t y  of lo c k - in  (V )- jS E N S I 
80 CLS
90 INPUT “ inp ut the a m p lif ic a tio n  fa c to r of the 2nd a m p lif ie r " ;AMP 
100 CLS
110 PRINT ..........INPUT SAMPLING TIM E (SEC) & SAMPLING PRSQ.( V/SEC)"
120 PRINT “SPEED * 5A/SBC, SAMPLING TIME-RANGE OP SCANNING WAVELENGTH(A)/5 " 
130 INPUT TIHE1,SAM T 
140 CLS
180 IHAX-TIME1“SAMT
180 SAMTMl-l/RAHT
170 DIM T (3000), AV0DATAI (3000)
ISO DIM VOLT(3 0 0 0 ) ,WAVE(3 0 0 0 ) .ENG(300O)
190 '
200 *
210 '
220 * Define segment that the 5011 la located In.
230 '
240 DBF SEG - 6HD000 
290 '
280 * Make sure the motor is not moving 
270 '
200 POKE 1020,ASC(“3*)
290 POKE 1021,ASC(“T“)
300 POKE 1023,ASCrA")
310 1
320 # Set position of motor A in nm
33# PRINT -Input the position of monochromator, 100--1080 nm"
340 INPUT POSI 
380 CLS
380 IP POSI > 800 THEN CALI-1 ' BLAZE-700nm WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION'
370 ELSE CALI-2 'BLAZE-450nm WAVELENGTH CALIBRATION'
300 XT P08X <100 OR POSI >1080 GOTO 2890
390 POSI-POSI-4 'change nm to stepsj 1S0 nm -400 steps'
400 IP POSX<298 THEN GOTO <>90 
410 AS'HEX!(POSI)
420 Sf-LEPtS(A$,l)
430 C$-ftX0HT$(A$,2)
44# S$-*SHMeSS 
49# C$-*SH"*C$
480 B*VAL(0f)
470 C-VAL(OS)
460 GOTO 910 
410 8-0 
100 C-POSI
910 POKE 789,C 'Set Position of motor A
920 POKE 790,B 
13# POKE 7#1,6H#
54© '
19# 'examplei Los# SPEED register of Both motors with 20 for a speed of,
880 * .#001 H 20 -  .002© eee/itep ->  $00 s te p s / ie c - l0 0 (2 . SA) /$ '
170 PRINT “ Scanning— -5.00 A/see*
580 PRINT “Other speed, see line 490, change lines of 810,820,360©'
590 POKE 768,<iH08 'S e t  Speed of motor A, inp ut 10000-5A /t*c *
600 POKE 7 6 9 ,6H13 
610 '
620 ‘ Load DISTANCE re g is t e r s  of A motor in nm '
*■*© PR TNT “ “
%
650 PRINT " "
660 PRINT POSITION OP. CHANGE LIME HOC"
670 PRINT " "
680 INPUT D IST 
690 CLS
700 I f  D IST <100 OR D IST >1080 GOTO 2490
710 DXST*DIST*4
720 IF  0 I5 T * 256 GOTO 810
730 A M -H SXSID IST)
740 BB$*LCFT$(AAS,1)
790 CCS“RIGHTS(AAS, 2)
760 BB$“*6H**BB$
770 CC$**6H"<,CC$
780 BB-VAL(BBS)
790 CC-VAL(CCS)
800 GOTO 830 
810 B8-0 
820 CC-DIST 
830 POKE 781 ,CC 
840 POXC 782 ,BB 
890 POKE 783,0 
860 4 
87C 4
BB0 4 Bet the EF8S re g is te rs  of both n o to r* to 100. T h is  w i l l  so t th t  s t *  
890 * speed of the motors to 108 x ,0001 • .01 seo/step •> 100 tteps/fee  90O 4
910 POKE 794,100 'S e t  EFSS o f motor A
920 POKE 795,0 
930 POKE 796,0
040 4 S t t  the STPFSS re g is te r  o f the noto r to 50. T h is  w i l l  se t the reap 
990 4 length to 50 ste p s.
960 4
970 POKE 798,58 'S e t  Reap length of aotor A
980 4
998 4 Set the stepping node of the notor to HALF STEP .
1000 4
1010 POKE 801,1 'S e t Stepping node of notor A
1020 4 
1030 4
1040 4 Place the HA (Hove Absolute) connond in  the command b u ffe r.
1050 4
1060 POKE 1020, A SC ('ll*)
1070 POKE 1021,ASC( *A* )
1080 4
1090 4 Execute the HA connand 
1100 •
1110 POKE 1023,ASC( “A* )
1120 4 
1130 4
1140 * THE rOLLOUING PROOnAII IS  TOR IBM DATA ACQUIS ION BOARD 
1150 4 
1160 4
1170 LOAD HEADER TOR IBM DATA ACQUISITION CARD 
1180 4 
1190 4
1200 4NAME< D sts  A c q u is it io n  And Contro l (DAAC)
1210 4 HEADER Cor BA8ICA
1220 4
1230 4 P ILE  NAIIEt DACHDR. BAS 
1240 4
1250 'DOS DEVICE NAMEi DHAC1 
1260 4
1270 'RESERVED FUNCTION DANESt
12B0 4 AINH, AIDS, AINSC, AOUII, AOUS,
1290 4 B lN il. RINA B I IN S . BtTOUS, BOUH. ROUS.
1310 'RESERVED Olt SEC VALUE NAME. DSEO13EC *
1330 NAMES OSrXNED AND USED BY HEADER*
1340 * ADAPTS, AX, COUNT, rOUHD%,
1350 4 HNAHC5, SG%, STAT!
13(0 '
1370 '
1360 ’When using the BA8XCA Interpreter# this header 
1390 ‘suit be executed before sny function cslls are 
1400 'made thst Access tht DAAC Adopter* Xt initialises 
1410 * a number of variables for etch function cell, These 
1430 ’variables ere reserved end should not be used except 
1430 ’to Access the DAAC adapter. This routine Also does e 
1440 ’OCT SCO to the segment where the DAAC Device Orlver 
1450 MDAC.COM) It loaded. Xf you execute 6 OCf SCO to 
1440 ’Access other hardware, you must DCP SCO to the segment 
1470 ’of the DAAC Device Orlver before.ony subsequent 
1460 ’colls to Access the DAAC Adopter.1410 *
1500
1510
1520
2530
1540
1550
1540
1570
1560
1590
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1650
2640
1470
1460
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1760
1790
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1690
1640
1670
1666
1690
1906
1610
rOUNDl • 0 
SGI • 6H2E
’Stert searching the interrupt vectors until you find 
’one thot points to the DAAC device driver*
’Do a D6r SCO to thot segment.
WHILE ((SGI <• 6K3C) AND (POUND!
DEr 860 • 0
PEEK(SOI
0))
DSEO • PECK(SGI) 
0&r 860 • D8&G 
HNAH6I--*
TO* AX«*10 TO 17 
KNAMCS •
NEXT AX
XT HNAHES -  "DAAC 
80% • SGI ♦ 4
♦ 1) 256
HNAHES ♦ CHRf(PEBK(AX))
• AND PEEK*16) ♦ PEEK(19) <> 0 THEN TOUNDI
WEND
XF fOUNDI * 0 THEN PRINT *ERRORi DEVICE DRIVER DAC.COK NOT rOUND' 
’Now initialise oil function name variables for oalls 
’to access the device driver.
6N
AINH
AXN8
ASN8C
AOUH
AOUS
6INH
BINS
BITINS
BITOUS
BOUH
BOUN
CXNVi
CIN5
CSET
DELAY
PCEX(6H13) * 254 
P6EK(6H1S) 9 256 
P6BK(6H17) * 256 
PEEK(6H19) * 256 
PEEK(ftHlB) 9 256 
PEEKiBHlO) 9 354 
PEEK(6Hir) 9 356 
P66K(6H21) 9 256 
P6£K(6H33) 9 256 
PEEK(6H36) 9 254 
PEEK(4H37 ) 9 256 
P6EK(6H29) 9 256 
PEEK(6KDB) 9 254 
P66K(<rH?0) 9 256 
PEEK(iH2r) 9 256
♦ PEEK(6H12)
♦ PEEK(6H14)
♦ PBEK(6H16)
♦ PtEK(tHiB)
♦ PEEK(ftHlA)
♦ PCEK(AHIC)
♦ PEEK(AHIE)
♦ PEEK(AH20)
♦ PBBK(6H22)
♦ PECK (it H 2.4)
♦ PCCK(*H26)
♦ P66KUH26)
♦ PECK(4H2A)
♦ PEEK(4H2C) 
PCCKUNSfc)
'rinelly, execute any coll to reinitialise the 
’device driver from any former invocation of BASIC 
ADAPT! * a 
COUNT • 1 
ifAT! • 0
CALL DELAY (ADAPT!, COUNT, 6TATI)
1920 ’End of daac IA6ICA Header
1630
1940
1610
‘initialise global varieties used in ail etetione 
*adectar number 0
1970 'use on-board analog I/O device 
I9 6 0  DEVICE! • 9
1990 'and DXMension a 640-p o in t a rray 20OO *
2010 DIM RAWDATA4(639)
2020 *
2030 CLS
2040 RATE • 1000 
2090 COURT • 10 
2040 *
2070 ......... ........ ..............
2080 'this program taken samples from 
2O90 'channel 3 of the on-board analog input device 
210O 'and stores them in a one-dimensional array 
2110 *
2120 'assign values to the arguments of AXNM
2130 CHANNEL! - 3
2140 CTRL! - 0
2190 NODE! • 0
2140 8T0R! * 0
2170 STAT! « 0
2100 *
2190 PRINT "Sampling analog input ohannel 3*.."
2200 THX» TIMER 
2210 TMO • TMX 
2220 TOR X* 1 TO XMAX 
2230 TH - TIMER ,
2240 XT (TM-THO) >• 8AHTH1 GOTO 2240 
2290 GOTO 2230
2240 CAM* AXNM (ADAPT!, DEVICE!, CHANNEL!, CTRL!, MODE!, STORt, COUNT, RATE, 
DATA!(0), STAT!)
2270 'if status non-zero, set line and go to error handler
2280 Iff STAT! <> 0 THEN LNUM! • 2310 i GOTO 2430
2290 TMO - TMO ♦ 8AMTHI
2300 T(X) • TM-TMX
2310 AVO • 0!
2320 POR K • 0 TO 9
2330 AVO - AVG * RAHDATAl(K)
2340 NEXT X
2390 AVODATA1(X) -INT (AVO/10!)
2340 KfiY(l) ON
2370 ON XEY(l) GOSUB 2940 'for stopping the motion of the motor*
2380 NEXT X 
2390 PRINT TMX,TM 
2400 *
2410 GOTO 2620 
2420 '
2430 '"•*••• E r ro r  handler begins here ♦••••••
2440 •.
2490 'on status error, print message, error number, and exit 
2460 PRINT "Execution Error • "liTATtj "in line number "i LNUM!
2470 PRINT "Program Terminated"
2480 END
2490 PfcXNT "EXCEED UPPER OR LONER LIMIT , 100-1080 NM"
2900 GOTO 330 
2910 •
2920 '
2930 *
2940 key (i) orr
2 9 0  DEr 8BG-4MDO00 
2160 PONE 1020, ASCi'8")
2970 POKE 1021, A8C("T")
2980 POKE 1023, A8C("A")
2990 If PEEK (1033) • A8C ("A") GOTO 3998 
2*00 PPTNT rfH« EXECUTION |R RTOtPRD*
2620 *t00? TOR CONVERTING DIGITAL VALUE TO MILLIVOLT*
2430 fOR !«1  TO XtfAX
2040 VOIT{I)»<2«/40»*’AVGOATA! |X)>10)/1OO’SEHSX'AIIF
2*jo next i
20(0 ‘LOOP TOR COMVCRTXHO TIKE TO MAVELENOTH 0 BNCROV*
2070 TOR I-1 TO IIIAX
2(00 WAVE(X)*F0SX/4 -XMTITIX)*2)*.2S
2*00 XT CALI-1 THEM WAV£(X)«1.00237'UAVF<X)-.44212 'RLAXE-700 CALIBRATION' 
2700 ELSE WAVE(X)«.»»aj*HAVC(X)*7.S212 ’BLAZB-4J0 CALXRRATXOM*
27X0 EMO(X)>X239.S/HAVE(I)
2720 NEXT X
2730 OPEM FILES FOR OUTPUT AS «1 
2740 FOR 1*1 TO IIIAX
27SO FRXMT!l(USXhO"*4. t * M M ....... jCMC(X) ,VOLT(XI
2740 NEXT X 
2770 CLOSE!1 
2700 END
30 - INPUT rORH LOCKIN AMPLIFIER 
40 ’
S0 • OPEN COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 40 •
70 CLS
t« OPEN "COHli0400,N,a,l,DS,CO" AS II 
*0 ' OPEN COMMUNICATION CHANNEL ANO READ IN 
100 *
i! if?????!?.? W W W f A C E  WITH LOCK IN AMPLIFIER
110 PRINT #1,“W*j0 'SET WAIT INTERVAL'S' 
120 OPEN "CtLKDATA" FOR APPEND AS 1}
130 LOCATE 12,10
140 INPUT * SAMPLE NAME ■*, AS
ISO PRINT SI, *C"
140 INPUT 41, C 
170 PRINT *1, "D*ICO INPUT 41, 0 
IPO PRINT 41, "El"
200 INPUT 41, El 
210 PRINT 41, *B2"
220 INPUT 41, E2 
210 PRINT 41, "F"
240 XNPUT 41, F 
2S0 IAINT 41, ‘0’
240 INPUT 41, 6 
270 PRINT 41, *H*200 INPUT 41, H 2P0 PRINT 41, "I"300 INPUT 41, X310 PRINT 41, "H" 320 INPUT 41, M 330 PRINT 41, "K" 340 INPUT 41, N 3SO PRINT 41, "OX" 340 INPUT 41, 02 370 PRINT 41, "OT" 300 INPUT 41, OY 3*0 PRINT 41, "P" 400 INPUT 41, P 410 PRINT 41, "R" 420 INPUT 41, R430 PRINT 41,440 INPUT 41,440 PRINT 41,440 INPUT 41,470 PRXNT 41,400 INPUT 41,400 PRINT 41,400 INPUT 41,S10 S20 130S40 PRINT *8S0 PRINT *S40 PRINT S70 PRINT * POO? TIME CONSTANT • SO# PRINT 42# * NATS * ", fcV?BI IPO PRINT 42, * TINS - ", TINtl 400 PRINT 43# " THE SAMPLE X* ", 410 PRINT 42, " 0 • *#• C»430 PRINT 42, * T - ",
•g*
8
"Tl
Tl*taT2m y •
Y
m*d or m m  sittimo or t o c n n
THB LOCKJM MTTJIICf,o
• r« • o ** 0 •
*8\ 8* ElN *i 811. Hi * 8a • % 8i• M
40
640 
650 
660 
670 
600 
690 
700 
710 
720 
7 JO 
740 
7S0 
740 
770 
700 
790 000 010 
020 030 
040 
090 040 
070ooo
090
900
910
920
930
940
990
940
970
900
990
PRIN T 02, - P • " ,  P> " R • R| " 2 • S i " T1 • T l
PRINT 02 , • T2 • " ,  T2> * Y • Y
PRINT 02, "WAVELENGTH IN n s " , *  XX \  - Y l *4
' THE FOLLOWING ARE FOR HONOCHRONOHETER
' CONTROL »
CLS
LOCATE 2,1
Deline sesnent that the 9011 is located in. .#
06/ 860 ■ 6HD8M
0
Make aura both notora are not-novine
POKE 1929,ASC<"G*) 'Place "ET" oonnand in c'ennand bulla
POKE 1921,ASC("T9)
POKE 1923,A0C("A") 'Execute coaaand lor both Motors»
Set position of Motor A in no 
PRINT "Input the position of oonoehronator, 100--1000 nn"
INPUT POST
IP P08I <100 OR POSI >1000 GOTO 2020
P0SX*P08X*4 'ebons# no to steps* 100 nn *400 steps'
IT f091*294’THEN GOTO 990
AI»HBE0(PO8Z)
i$-LBFTO(A$,l)
C$«RIGHTO(A|,2)E|»"*N"+ES
cii«"*H"+co
O-VAL(M)
C-VAL(CJ)
GOTO 1010 0-0
1000 C»P08X
1010 PONS 709,C 'Sot Position Ol Motor A
1020 PONS 790,»
1020 PORE 791,OHO 
1040 '
1090 ' Load SPEED resistor ol both Motors with 20 lor a speed of> 
1040 * *0001 x 20 « *0020 seo/step •» 900 steps per second
1070 print "Chois* ( U  Quick Kevins** 129 A/see"
1000 PRINT "Choice (2) Clew scannins--*l*29 A/soc"
1090 PRINT "Other speed, see line 240, chance line 370s*
1100 INPUT "Choice"iCHOI
1110 IP CHOI«2 GOTO 1170
1130 IP CHOI * 1 OR CNOI el GOTO 2090
1130 CCC*290
1140 S0S«0
1190 AAA«0
1140 GOTO 1200
1170 CCC*4H20
1100 i8S»*N4B
1190 AAA*0
1200 POKE 740,CCC 'Set Speed ol Motor A
1219 POKE 749,SEE
1220 POKE 770,AAA 
1229 '
1249 ' Load DISTANCE resistors ol A Motor in no '1319 PRINT "Input absolute distance in no, 199*1909 no*
1299 INPUT DIET
1379 IP DIET *149 OR 0X9T *1009 G0T9 39|9 
1209 DX9T«l>i8t*4
41
1300 AAS-HEX5(DIST)
1310 BB$*LEFT$(AA$,i)
1320 CCS-AXGHT$(AA$,2)
1330 BBS-’"6H*^BBS 
1340 CCS*"OH"♦CCS 
13S0 8B-VAL(B8S)
1360 c c*v a l ;c c$)
1370 0070 1400 
13B0 BB«0 
13SO CC-DIST 
140# POKE 761,CC 
1430 POKE 782,8b 
1420 POKE 763,0 
1430 '
1440 * Sot the er$S ragisters of both Motors to ISO. This will set the st* 
0
14S0 * speed of tht motors to 100 x .0001 * .01 sto/sttp •> 100 sttps/ssc 
1460 '
1470 POKE 704,100 'Sat EPOS of motor A
1400 POKE 705,0 
1400 )?OKE 796,0 
1500 '
1510 ' Sot tht STPFSC registers of both motors to 50. This will sot the n 
1520 ' length to 50 stops.
1530 '
1540 POKE 708,50 'Set Aamp longth of motor A
1550 '
1560 ' Sot tho stopping mods of both motors to HALF STEP.
1570 '
I860 POKE 801,1 'Sot Stopping modo of motor A
1590 '
1600 ' Plooo tho HA (Hove Absolute) command in tho eommand buffor.
1610 #
1620 DIM ALOCAT (1000),AL01(1000),AL02(1000),AL03(1000)
1630 DXH 01 (1000),Q2(1000)
1640 H - 1
1650 POKE 1020,A B C ( T )
1660 POtE 1021,A5C ( “A" )
1670 '
1460 ' Exscuta ths HA command 
1690 '
1700 POKE 1023,ASC("A")
1710 '
1720 * Call routine to display position 
1730 '
1740 GOSUB 1800 
1750 GOTO 2180
1760 .......... .. .. .......... ........
1770 ' This subroutine displays the motors position /or as long as
1780 ' as they are moving. When motors have stopped it returns to calior.
1790 '
1600 XF PEEK(1023) - ASC(MAM) GOTO 1600 'WAIT UNTIL COMMAND IS ACCEPTED' 
1610 FXNXSH * 0  . 'Set finish Slag to HOT FINISHED
1620 XF PEEK(793) > 0 GOTO 1840 'Check if motors havo stopped 
1630 FINISH * 1 'Xf yes, sat finished flag to FINIi
1640 ALOl(H) • PEEK(791) 'Calculate motor A's position
1610 AL02(H)-PEEK(790)
'•60 AL03(H )•PEEK(769)
1070 PNXMT 61, -01- 
1080 INPUT #1,Q1(H)
1090 PAINT #1,-Q2M 
1900 INPUT 61,02(H)
1910 H • tr ♦ 1 
1920 ‘
1930 LOCATE 2,20 'Show motor A's position
« . »
1950 0)1 KEY (1) 008U8 2080 
1980 *
1970 ir rXNXSH • 0 OOTO I820 4 I t finish flap NOT rXNXSNEO* loop apaln
1980 CL8
1990 RETURN *Xf finish flop Is rXNXONED* dont
2000 PRINT ......  VERY 8TUFID CHOICE ....
2010 OOtO 2180 
2020 XX-1 
3020 CLS
2040 9RXNT "EXCEED UPPER OR LONER LIMIT, 100-1080 mi"
2080 OOTO 2090 
2080 XBYti) orr 
2070 XX-2
208# XBY(l) orr
2i90 POKE 1020*A8C("8*)
2100 POKE 1011, Alt f T ”)
2110 POKE 1023*A8CrA")
2120 XT PEEKU022) -A8C{"A") OOTO 2120 !
2120 XT XX-1 OOTO 2180 
2140 CL8
2180 PRXNT "THE EXECUTION X8 STOPPED* XNPUT P08XTXV8 VALUE TO C0NTXNUB7 OR N 
XVE VALUE TO STOP FOREVER"
2180 XNPUT CCC
2170 XT CCC >0 OOTO 1880
2180 PRXNT 92* * *
2190 TOR N • 1 TO M-l
2200 ALOCAT(N)*(AL01(N) *85538 I+ALG2(N)*2S8+AL03(N) )/4 
2210 PRXNT 92, ALOCATIN), " *Q1(N)* • "02(H)
2220 NEXT 
2220 END
4 4 PROGRAM 3 INTERFACE WITH BOXCAR 10 4
20 * THE FOLLOWING PROGRAM IS  WRITTEN FOR THE FAST INTEGRATORS AND 
30 ' BOXCAR AVERAGES MODEL SR 250
40 .......................... ...................... .. SECTION 1 ............................
50 ' prograh i BASIC Proqraa fo r the
60 ' Oata A c q u is it io n  And C ontro l Adaptec
70 4
80 4 FILENAME» ADS030.8AS 
90 *
100 * WRITTEN BY' Cyborg Corporation (19R4) 
n o  4 REVISED BYt GREG BOGUSH (1/1989)
120 4
130 4 NOTEi See Appendix B for instructions 
140 4
1S0 4NAME' Data Acquisition And Control (DAAC)
150 4 HEADER for BASICA
170 4
180 4FILE NAME' DACHDR.BAS 
190 4
200 4DOS DEVICE NAMEt DAAC1 
210 4
220 4RESERVED FUNCTION NAMESi 
230 4 AINH, AINS, AINSC, AOUH, AOUS,
240 4 BINH, BINS, BITINS, BITOUS, BOUH, BOUS,
250 4 CINH, CIi:3, C8ET, DBLAY
260 4 RESERVED DEF SEG VALUE NAHBi DSEG 
270 4
280 'NAMES DEFINED AND USED hi HEADER«
290 4 ADAPT!, AI, COUNT, FOUND!,
3O0 4 HNAHES, SG%, STAT%
310 4 
320 4
330 'When using the BASICA Interpreter, this header 
340 'oust be executed before any function calls are 
350 'aade that access the DAAC adapter. It initializes 
360 4a nuaber of variables for each function call. These 
370 'variables are reserved and should not be used except 
380 'to access the DAAC adapter. ‘This routine also does a 
390 'DEF SEG to the segaent where the DAAC Device Driver 
400 '(DAC.COM) is loaded. If you exeeute a DEF SEG to 
410 'access other hardware, you aust DEF 8SG to the segaent 
420 'of the DAAC Device Driver before any subsequent 
430 'calls to access the DAAC adapter.
440 '
450 4
460 FOUND! - O 
470 SG% - &H2E
480 'Start searching the Interrupt vectors until you find 
490 'one that points to the DAAC device driver.
500 WHILE ((SG! <» 6H3E) AWE {FOUND! - 0))
510 
520 
530 
540 
550 
560 
570 
580 
590
600 WEND
610 IT FOUND! • 0 THEN. PRINT "ERRORi DEVICE DRIVER DAC.COM NOT FOUND4 i END
DEF SEG -  0
DSEG • PEEK(SO !) 4 PEEK(SG% 4 1) * 256 
DEF SEG -  DSEG 
HNAMES*4 *
TOR A I-1 0  TO 17
HNAMCS -  HNAHES 4 CHRS( PEEK<A IU
NEXT AI
I F  HNAHES -  "DAAC • AND ^ EEK(IS) 4 PEEK(19) <> 0 THEN FOUND! * 
SO! • SG! 4 4
44
630 'co access the device driver.
640 AINM • PEEK(6H13) • 256 ♦ PECK(6H12)
650 AZNS • PEEK(6H1S) • 256 ♦ PE£K(6H14)
660 AINSC - PEEK(6H17) • 256 ♦ PEEK(6H16)
670 AOUH - PEEK(6tH19) • 256 * PEEK(6H18)
680 AOUS - PEEK(&HIB) • 256 ♦ PEEK(6H1A)
690 BINH - PEEK(6H1D) • 256 ♦ PEEK(AHIC)
700 BINS - PEEK(&H1F) • 256 ♦ PEEK(6H1E)
710 BITINS • PEEK(6H21) • 256 ♦ PE£K(6K20)
720 BITOUS - PEEK(&H23) • 256 ♦ PEEK(&H22)
730 BOUH - PE£X(6H25) « 256 ♦ PE£K(6H24)
740 BOUS - PEEK(6H27) • 256 ♦ PEEK(6H26)
750 CINH - PE£K(&H29) • 256 ♦ PECK(6H28)
760 CINS - PEEK(6H28) • 256 ♦ PEEK(6H2A)
770 CSET - PEEK(&H2D) • 256 ♦ PEEK(6H2C)
780 DELAY • PEEK(6H2F) • 256 ♦ PEEK(6H2E)
790 'Finally, execute any call to re- initialise the
800 'device driver from any former invocation of BASIC.
810 ADAPT! - 0 
820 COUNT - 1 
830 STAT! - 0
840 CALL DELAY (ADAPT!, COUNT, STAT!)
850 #
860 'End of DAAC BASXCA Header
870 ...................... . SECTION 2 *.......................
880 ' ENTERING PERTINENT INFORMATION FOR DATA
890 .......... ............. **.......*............... .
900 '
910 CLS
920 # Open output file
930 INPUT " ••••• OUTPUT FILE NAME (TtFILE.El” ) « ", FILES 
940 OPEN FILES FOR OUTPUT AS II 
950 INPUT "comment";CCCS 
960 PRINT " "
970 PRXNTI1,CCCS 
960 PRINT " *
990 INPUT " ENTER NUMBER OF SAMPLE PER POLARIZATION POSITION i ", SNUM 
1000 PRINT!1, "THE NUMBER OF SAMPLE PER POLARIZATION POSITION • ", SNUM 
1010 PRINT "
1820 INPUT " ENTER’STARTING POLARIZATION POSITION, Po . ", PO 
1030 PRINT!1, "THE STARTING POLARIZATION POSITION - ", PO 
1040 PRINT "
1050 INPUT " ENTER FINAL POLARIZATION POSITION, Pf i ", PF 
1060 PRINT!1, "THE FINAL POLARIZATION POSITION « %  PF 
1070 PRINT "
1000 INPUT " ENTER NUHBER OF DIVISION BETWEEN Po AND Pf « ", DNUH 
1090 PRINT!1, "NUHBER OF DIVISION • ",DNUH
1100 PRINT " "
1101 INPUT * AUTO MODE -- 1 OR MANUAL HODB —  2 ••• CHIOCE ? ",CHS
1102 PRINT " "
1110 ir CHS - 2 THEN GOTO 1130 
1124 INPUT " ENTER DELAY TIME - ", THE 
1130 CLS 
1140 '
1150 'initialize global variables used in all sections 
1160 'adapter nuaber 0 
1170 ADAPT! - 0
1180 'use on-board analog 2/0 device 
1190 DEVICE! - 9
1200 'and DIHension a 640-point array 
1210 '
1220 DIH RAWDATA!(639)
1230 '
1240 CLS
1250 RATE - 1O00
1261 ' IN IT IA L IZ E  THE VARIABLE FOR AINU
1262 CTRL! - 0
1263 MODE% - 0
1264 STOR% - 0
1265 STAT! - 0
1270 LOCATE 5, 50
1280 PRINT " TO QUIT ••• CTRL - BREAK •
1290 LOCATE 7, 50 •
1300 XNPUT * NUMBER OF DATA PER RUN ?? “,IHAX
1310 KEY (1) ON
1320 ON KEY (1) G08UB 2090
1330 XF CHS - 2 THEN GOTO 1345
1340 XT CHS - 1 THEN GOTO 1365
1345 LOCATE 9, 50
1350 XNPUT " MANUAL HODEw,C$
1360 GOTO 1430
1365 LOCATE 9, 50
1370 XNPUT * AUTO MODE - ,C$
1380 . ......... .......... . SECTION 3 ..... ....................
1390 ' THIS SUBROUTINE OETECTS SIGNALS FROM CHANNEL 1 CONNECTED 
1400 ' TO BUSY OUTPUT.
1410 '••••.... ................. *................. ..............
1420 '
1430 IP ’CHS • 1 THEN GOTO 1450 
1435 LOCATE 11> 50
1440 XNPUT "Prsss ENTER to btgln stapling.", C$
1450 80UN0 700, 15
1451 'CALL SPEAKER TO NOTICE THE BEGINNING OT SAMPLING
1455 SOUND 700, 15
1456 TMO - TIMER
1457 TMC - TIMEiv
1458 IP ( TMC - TMO ) < 3 THEN GOTO 1457 
1440 FOR I -  1 TO IHAX
1470 PRINT " WAITING........ *
1400 ' •
1490 ' ASSIGN VALUES TO THE ARGUMENTS Or AXNM 
1500 CHANNEL! - 1
1560 CALL A1NH (ADAPT!, DEVICE!, CHANNEL!, CTRL!, HODS!, STOR!, COUNT, RATE, 
DATA!(0), STAT!)
1570 ' ir STATUS NON-EERO, SET LINE AND GO TO ERROR HANDLER 
1580 IP STAT! <> 0 THEN LNUN! - 13400 i GOTO 2310 
1590 SIGN • RAWOATAt(I)
1600 PRINT " THE SION* * , SIGN 
1620 IP SIGN < 2000 THEN GOTO 1590 
1630 GOTO 1690 ' GO TO SECTION 4
1640 * END OP SIGNAL CHECKING SUBROUTINE
1450 '•••••••••••••*•••••••••* section 4 ••••••••••••••••••••♦••**•**
1460 'THIS SUBROUTINE SAMPLES DATA FROM LAST OUTPUT CONNECTED 
1670 ' TO CHANNEL 2 AND STORE DATA INTO DATA DIRECTORY
1660 ............... ........ *............................... .
1490 '
1700 'assign valuss to ths argument* of AXNM 
1710 CHANNEL! - 2 
1770 '
1840 PRINT "Stapling analog input ohannal 3..."
1850 CALL AXNM (ADAPT!, DEVICE!, CHANNEL!, CTRL!, MODE!, STOR!, COUNT, RATE, 
DATA!(0), STAT!)
1860 'll status non-ttro, sat lint and go to t**or handltr
1070 ir STA T! <> 8 THEN LNUHt • 13400 t GOTO 2310
1675 AVG - 0
1660 FOR K • l TO 10
1690 AVG - AVG ♦ RAWDATA!(K )
1910 NEXT K
1920 AVGDATA1(1) * XNT(AVG/10I)
1930 PRINT " AVGDATA • ", AVGDATA1111
46
1960 SOUND 1500, 10 
1960 'STORING THE DATA 
1990 PRINT • !, * VOLTAGE *
2000 TOR J-l TO XMAX
2010 RESULT - AVODATAI(J) * 20 / 4096 - 10 
2020 PRINT #1, RESULT 
2030 NEXT J
2032 XT CHS • 2 THEN GOTO 2050
2034 PRINT w DELAY *
2035 THO - TIMER
2036 TMC - TIMER
2037 XT ( THC-TMO ) < THE THEN GOTO 2036
2050 GOTO 1430 ' BACK TO BEEP
2060 key (i) orr
2070 CLOSE «1 
2080 END 
2090 •
2100 CL8
2110 LOCATE 5, 10
2120 PRINT - PROGRAM INTERCEPTED 11 M l !!! I *
2130 LOCATE 7,10
2140 INPUT * TO RE8TA.RT---- PRESS ENTER OR O U I T --- CTRL-BREAK ", CS
2150 GOTO 1300 
2160 '
2170 ' THE SUBROUTINE fOR BEEP TO BEGIN
2ISO POR I « 1 TO 20 STEP 10
2190 EREO - INT*(4960*RND) + 37
2200 OUR - INT ( *73*RND) ♦ 1
2210 SOUND TREQ, DUR
2220 NEXT
2230 RETURN
2240 ’ THE SUBROUTINE TOR BEEP TO END
22SO POR 1 * 0  TO 2
2260 PRR9 - INT (4960*RMD) + 37
2270 DUR - INT ( 173-RND) ♦ 1
2200 SOUND PREQ# OUR
2200 NEXT
2300 RETURN2310 ■*•••*•* Error handlor Logins hsrs *•••*••2320 '2330 'on ststos error, print ntsstgs, orror nunbor, snd «xlt 2340 PRINT "Execution Error f *i*TATIi win Uni nunbor % LNUH%23SO PRINT "Progran Torninotod*
2340 ERR
*Si) NOTICU 'i’Mil END OJP SAMPLING
